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Afterlife
Fashion

Festival snz

Prada & Valentino Sunglasses

At the electrifying Afterlife rave, attendees
donned avant-garde ensembles that epitomized
the emo essence of the melodic house music
scene. As the pulsating beats echoed through
the sold-out venue, fashion became a form of
self-expression, merging with the soulful
melodies. Italian and European DJs dominated
the stage, exuding style in meticulously curated
outfits and sunglasses featuring label brands
like PRADA and Valentino. Their fashion choices
set the tone for the night, blending
sophistication with an edgy allure.
The crowd was a spectacle of metallic hues and
bold statements, reflecting the avant-garde spirit
of the Afterlife rave. Supermodel knots ponytails
adorned the heads of glamorous girls, adding
an element of effortless chic to their looks.
Meanwhile, boys sported undercuts or shaved
heads, embracing a sleek and minimalist
aesthetic. Metallic accents shimmered under
the neon lights, symbolizing a new era of
fashion on the scene. As attendees danced to
the hypnotic rhythms, they embodied a
collective awakening of consciousness,
transcending boundaries through music and
style. Follow @afterlife_ofc for a glimpse into
this transformative experience where fashion
and melody converge in perfect harmony.
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Bugatti
vapes
In the heart of Miami's pulsating
nightlife scene, the AfterLife rave
ignited with an electrifying fusion of
music, style, and innovation. Among
the myriad of sensations, one
partnership shone brightly: DJ Twilo
and Bugatti Vapes, merging their
prowess to redefine luxury vaping.
At the helm of this collaboration was
DJ Twilo, renowned for their
boundary-pushing beats and
unapologetic style. Teaming up with
Bugatti Vapes, a name synonymous
with opulence and precision
engineering, their venture was
nothing short of revolutionary.
"Why try to fit in, when you are
custom-made?" echoed the ethos of
the night. With the mantra resonating
through the crowd, attendees were
treated to an unparalleled vaping
experience. Bugatti's flagship
creation, the B9000, emerged as the
undisputed star—a device not merely
for vaping but an emblem of
sophistication and individuality.
Crafted with meticulous attention to
detail, the B9000 exudes an aura of
exclusivity. Its sleek design
commands attention, while its cutting-
edge features set it leagues apart from
the competition.



Bugatti
vapes
As DJ Twilo took the stage, armed with three distinct versions of the
B9000, the crowd braced for an unforgettable journey.
Yet, it wasn't just about the device—it was about the flavors that
tantalized the senses. Bugatti Vapes spared no expense in curating a
selection of 14 exquisite cartridges, each promising a flavorful odyssey.
From the luscious sweetness of berries to the indulgent richness of
desserts, and even the invigorating chill of mint, the B9000 catered to
every palate.

For further information and to join the revolution, visit @vapebugatti
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Can you believe it? I’m still riding the wave of last
night’s epic Resistance rave, and the weekend’s
already over! Time flies when you’re lost in the
music, right? ☆✨🥥🤍

talk about a techno paradise! Last night was a
straight-up testament to the everlasting magic of
the genre. @kolschofficial and @resistance didn’t
just spin tracks; they took us through
soundscapes that kept our hearts pounding. It
was like being lost in a musical dream that I never
wanted to wake up from.

can we take a moment to appreciate the global
rave fam that came together at the Ultra after-
party? The energy was off the charts!!

here’s the cherry on top: I’ve snagged some
exclusive sets from last night’s madness, and I’ll
be dropping them on my radio show this Friday!
So clear your schedules and get ready to relive
the madness with me! 🌊✨✨  loving all the VJ
design & the dancers were amazing! So many new
ideas so much inspirations!! Who agrees?

R E S I S T A N C E
A F T E R  P A R T Y

https://www.instagram.com/kolschofficial/
https://www.instagram.com/resistance/


Your soundtrack to your weekend is here, an
exclusive live dj mix of our favorite tracks from the
Resistance after-party!
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